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Hurricane Florence as seen 
through the side cockpit window 
of a U.S. Air Force WC-130J 
Hurricane Hunter in September. 
 U.S. Air Force

Climate change threatens to breed more 
extreme hurricanes. Adam Hadhazy describes 
how the innovations of unmanned aircraft, 
alongside conventionally crewed Hurricane 
Hunters, plus small satellites and next-
generation big sats, could help forecasters 
get a better bead on what’s to come.
 
BY ADAM HADHAZY | adamhadhazy@gmail.com
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centive for researchersr  and forecasters to learn how
to identify thosey  storms that willt  intensify.

 Are humans and their carbonr  dioxide emissions
to blame for raisingr  theg  forecasting stakesg  so high?
“The balance of evidencef  says we are most defit nite-fi
ly impactingy  tropicalg  cyclones,” says James Kossin,
an atmospheric research scientist att  NOAA’st  Nation-
al Centers for Environmental Information. How
much and what’s to come are open questions.

 And so, each hurricane season researchers en-
gage in a high-techa  storm-chasing gambitg int  hopes
of acquiringf  revelatory detailsy  about thet  internal
structures of hurricanes.f  The data coulda  improve
intensificationfi  models and help researchers gauge
the degree to which climate change has put at  fia  gu-fi
rative thumb on the intensificationfi  scale.

 These new viewsw  are coming fromg  high altitudes
and also down low. Drones could ply they  low-altitude
interfaces in hurricanes, where raging seag  anda  tur-
bulent atmospheret  meet andt  spawn conditions too
dangerous for even Hurricane Hunter aircraft to
venture. Meanwhile, new generationsw  of satellitesf
will provide an ever-keener high-altitude view ofw
tropical cyclones. These spacecraft ranget  from the
conventionally bulkyy  andy  high-powered, to the
smaller andr  more numerous, designed to unprec-
edently probey storms in essentially realy  time.

 “Rapid intensificationfi  is one of thef  top challeng-
es in hurricane science,” says Scott Braun,t  a researcha
meteorologist at NASA’st  Goddard Space Flight Cen-t
ter in Maryland. “There is growing evidenceg  that
climate change will impact thet  occurrence and in-
tensity ofy  storms,f  but onet  question is whether wer
are seeing thoseg  effects now withw  storms like Harvey,
Maria anda  Michael, or whether those infl uencesfl
won’t emerget  until later inr  this century.”

Hurricane history
In assessing theg  storms of nowf  andw  of thef  future,
the starting pointg is,t  of course,f  the storms of thef
past. The U.S. started keeping offig  cialfi hurricane
records for Atlanticr  storms in 1851. Yet comparedt
to modern logs, those of yesteryearf arer  woefully
incomplete, limiting theg  available historical
baseline for hurricaner  comparisons.

“Before satellites, if af  storma  didn’t interactt  witht
a shipa  or anr  island, there was just not way toy  know itw
was there,” says Kossin. Accordingly, hurricane
counts have spuriously skyrocketedy  in the Space
Age, which scientists factor inr  when studying trendsg
in frequency.

As for intensity,r  Chris Landsea, the chief off  thef
Tropical Analysisl  and Forecastd  Brancht ath  NOAA’st  Na-
tional Hurricanel  Center, has thought aboutt this.t  “The
raw hurricanew  record isd  biased substantiallyd  towardy
an undersamplingn  ofg  numbersf  and intensities,”d  he
says. “It tellst  you nothingu  aboutg  realt  climatel  change.”

F
or U.S.r  forecasters, Hurricane
Michael was right out of af
nightmare. What started the
day asy  a concerninga Categoryg
2 storm in the Gulf off  Mexicof
morphed overnight intot  a cat-a
astrophically powerful,y  bor-
derline Category 5.y  Michael’s
rapid intensification caught

forecasters completely offy  guard.f  When then  hurricane
plowed into the Florida Panhandlea  on Oct. 10, 2018,
it didt  so as the fourth-strongest stormt  to ever hitr thet
continental Unitedl  States,d  devastating theg  region withn
maximum sustained winds of 155f  mph (249 kph).

 Hurricane Michael is emblematic of thef  chal-
lenges ahead for hurricaner  scientists in the balance
of thef  21st century.t  Although forecasters have made
tremendous leaps over the last generation in the
accuracy ofy  predictingf ag  storm’sa  track, predicting
intensity —y  and—  thus a hurricane’sa  destructive pow-
er —r  remains—  frustratingly diffiy  cult.fi

Complicating the picture further is climate
change. Warmer oceanr  waters act ast  a hurricane’sa
fuel source and will likely leady  to stronger stormsr  on
average, with more growing intog  dreaded Cat 4st and
5s, as well as greater rainfall,r  studies show. The con-
ditions could also make rapid intensificationfi  — de-—
fi nedfi  as maximum wind speeds increasing byg 35y
mph (56 kph) within 24 hours, demonstrated by
Michael — alarmingly— morey  common, adding in-g

 Raytheon’s 1-meter-

long Coyote expendable
drone can be launched in
a tube from a Hurricane
Hunter aircraft. Then
its wings unfold and
it can flyfl for up to an
hour, collecting weather
data and transmitting
it to NOAA’s National
Hurricane Center.
Raytheon
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 Taking thisg  into account, hurricane scientists
have built upt a substantiala  modern database, with
extrapolations to the past. The granular detailr  avail-
able for stormsr  continues to expand with each hur-
ricane season. The following mightg  feelt  counterin-
tuitive, but tot  allow apples-to-applesw  comparisons
for longer-term climate change monitoring, re-
searchers must intentionallyt parey  away somey  of thisf
modern detail.

 “We do a verya  carefuly  recalibration of satellitef
data,” says Kossin, “basically degradingy itsg  quality
to the spatial and temporal resolution of 1980f  data,
creating ag  homogenousa dataset.” That nearlyt 40-yeary
record, Kossin says, suggests that hurricanest  are on
average increasing slightlyg iny  strength. It’s a troublinga
trend, especially iny  light oft  sea-levelf  rises that willt
render stormr surges in the future more inundating
and destructive.

 Where nitty-gritty detaily  from modern instru-
ments is helpful, however, is in understanding hur-g
ricane mechanics on ever smallerr  scalesr  relevant tot
intensification.fi  Those scales go down to even indi-
vidual clouds of raindropsf  and ice particles within
a tropicala  system. “Smaller scalesr  tend to be much
more chaotic in nature and therefore much harder
to predict,” says Braun, compared to the large-scale
winds in the environment oft  thef  storm. Observations
from satellites and the Hurricane Hunter aircraft,r
along withg improved forecasts models, have made
these macro-level infl uencesfl  “fairly predictabley on
time scales of aboutf at  week,a  and sometimes longer,”
says Braun, leading tog  the dramatic improvement
in storm track forecasts.k

The task atk  hand:t  to elevate intensity forecastingy
and long-term trend forecasting tog  the precision
gained for stormr  tracking.

Aerial investigations
 For morer  than seven decades, Hurricane Hunters
have fl ownfl  right intot  the most powerfult  storms on
planet Earth. This weather reconnaissance could
increasingly becomey  the realm of robots,f  though,
rather thanr  brave aircrews.

 The Air Force maintains a fl eetfl  of 10f  Lockheed
WC-130s, a modifi edfi  version of thef  C-130 Hercules
transport plane, that serve as Hurricane Hunters.
NOAA’s dedicated planes are two Lockheed WP-3D
Orion turboprops, nicknamed Kermit The Frog
and Miss Piggy. The agency alsoy  scrambles a Gulf-
stream 4-SP, dubbed Gonzo, above storms to mon-
itor air currents.

 Though Hurricane Hunters do yeoman’s work,
researchers hope to augment their abilities with
drones. These craft could be deployed en masse,
sampling stormsg  with greater granularityr aty lowt cost.w
Drones can also go into the dangerous and diffi-fi
cult-to-access zone under 3,000r  feet andt  even near

the ocean’s surface. This critical, yet little-exploredt
zone is where air and water intermix, exchanging
energy betweeny  the ocean and the atmosphere,
ultimately revvingy  theg  storm. Drones “may bey  able
to give us winds near ther  ocean surface like we’ve
never hadr  before,” says Landsea.

 Leading theg way isy  the 3-kilogram Coyote, an
expendable, electrically poweredy drone developed
by Raytheon.y  First deployedt  by NOAAy  inA  2014, Coy-
otes fall out oft  sensorf  tubesr  on Hurricane Hunters.
Their 1.8-meter wings unfurl, and the drones flitfl
about insidet  hurricanes for upwardr  of anf  hour. That’s
far longerr thanr  traditional dropsonde sensors which,
after beingr  droppedg out oft  thef  same tubes, can gath-
er onlyr ay  fewa  minutes’w  worth of temperature,f pressure
and humidity datay beforea  crashing intog  the ocean.
Hoovering upg  all this information could build out
models of intensifif  cation,fi teasing outg  variablest  po-
tentially impactedy  by climatey  change.

 “Unmanned aircraftd certainlyt  havey  a rolea  to play
in helping tog definefi  features of thef  hurricane and
near-hurricane environment thatt  mayt bey  important
in explainingn  rapidg  intensifid  cation,”fi  says Thomas Knut-
son, a researcha  meteorologisth att  NOAA’st  Geophysics
Fluid Dynamicsd  Laboratory iny  Princeton,n  New Jersey.w
“Some of thesef  features are related tod  things which weh
also expect tot  change with climateh change.”

Measuring hurricane 
strength
The intensity of a storm is
commonly expressed via the
Saffi r-Simpsonfi  Hurricane Wind
Scale, organized into
Categories 1 through 5, based
on maximum wind speeds
sustained for a minute.

CATEGORY MILES PER HOUR

5  —  Major >/= 157 (252 kph)

4  —  Major
130-156
(209-251 kph)

3 —  Major
111-129
(178-208 kph)

2
96-110
(154-177 kph)

1
74-95
(119-153 kph)
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 Drones are bit players for now, but could soon
become co-stars. “I don’t think we’re going to be
replacing manned aircraft in the next few years,” 
says Landsea. “But perhaps in a generation we
would be using fl eets of both low-endurance,
low-altitude small aircraft as well as high-endur-
ance, high-altitude aircraft.”

 
The view on high
 The advent of satellites did more than completely
change the game of hurricane forecasting and pre-
paredness. They also transformed public perception 
by delivering the familiar overhead shots of vast, 
white vortices scouring across land and sea. NOAA’s 
latest Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellites are now providing insightful new vistas.

 Two out of a planned four in the latest GOES series
have been launched. The Harris-built Advanced Base-
line Imagers, the primary instrument aboard GOES-16
and GOES-17, look down at Earth through 16 spectral

bands — two visible, four near-infrared, and 10 infra-
red, compared to just fi ve for their predecessors. These
imagers also provide four times greater spatial reso-
lution and fi ve times faster coverage, meaning the
new GOES can snap detailed, successive images of a
region of storm activity as little as half a minute apart.
“They represent a big leap forward in our ability to
observe on the large scale, both in terms of the reso-
lution and the temporal sampling,” says Landsea. The
upshot is better dynamic modeling of hurricanes’
evolution, improving forecasts and feeding into mod-
els of storm behavior in conditions potentially altered
by climate change.

 Another new element of the current generation
of GOES sats are the fi rst lightning mapper instru-
ments in geostationary orbit, the GOES Lightning 
Mappers made by Lockheed Martin. While hurri-
canes generally produce little lightning, its relative 
frequency is being explored as an additional means
of probing the storms, not unlike a novel test for a

 Residents search for 

their belongings in the 
debris left by Hurricane 
Michael in November in 
Mexico Beach, Fla.

 Eight small satellites, 

each roughly the size of a 
person, comprise NASA’s 
Cyclone Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System, or 
CYGNSS. The satellites 
receive GPS signals 
that have bounced off  
the ocean and passed 
through a hurricane.
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particular substance in the blood serving as a mark-
er of disease severity.

Rise of the smallsats
 As in many other aerospace applications, small
satellites could prove promisingly disruptive for 
hurricane studies. The miniaturization of imaging 
technologies, power systems, navigation and orien-
tation components, along with falling launch costs, 
is leading to remarkably capable, yet cheap machines 
for remote sensing in low Earth orbit.  

 Numerous demonstrations of small satellites
are planned or underway. “Smallsats offer a lot of
potential,” says Braun, “although we are still in the 
very early stages of evaluating their ability to deliv-
er the data needed to improve understanding of
storms and forecasts.”

 One such smallsat project is NASA’s Cyclone Glob-
al Navigation Satellite System, or CYGNSS. Launched
in December 2016, CYGNSS consists of eight small
satellites, each roughly the size of a person. The con-
ventional method for measuring wind speeds is space-
based radars, consisting of a transmitter and receiver,
called scatterometers. CYGNSS sats, however, only
have receivers, cutting down on costs. They measure
wave height, an indicator of wind speed, by catching 
GPS signals that have bounced off the surface of the 
ocean and passed through the hurricane.

 The GPS microwave frequency of 1.575 gigahertz
travels well through clouds and rain. This approach
lets CYGNSS uniquely look directly into the core of a 
hurricane, around its eye, where winds are strongest 
and storms draw much of their power. “All previous 
methods of measuring ocean surface winds couldn’t
measure right in the center of the hurricane because
the rain is too heavy,” says Chris Ruf, principal inves-

tigator of CYGNSS and a professor of climate and
space science at the University of Michigan.

Because it consists of eight satellites whizzing
around the planet instead of one, CYGNSS further
benefi ts forecasters by providing frequent check-ins
on hurricanes every several hours — better than the
scrutiny that the low-altitude, polar-orbiters can
offer, and much closer to the action than geostation-
ary satellites like GOES. CYGNSS “lets us capture a
storm’s rapid intensifi cation phase, which often lasts
maybe 24 to 36 hours,” says Ruf. “Standard polar
orbiters only come back around [to a particular storm]
every two to three days, so you miss it.”

 Ruf says that initial results with CYGNSS of the
highly active 2017 hurricane season suggest ingest-
ing its data into state-of-the-art hurricane model-
ing does improve accuracy of storm behavior.

 CYGNSS is hardly alone in testing the scientif-
ic value of smallsats. RainCube, a shoebox-sized
cubesat, is testing a compact kind of radar. It was
deployed from the International Space Station and
in August took images for the fi rst time of a brew-
ing storm over Mexico. Another sat, TEMPEST-D, 
put a mini-microwave radiometer through its pac-
es in September, peering through clouds to visu-
alize rainfall within Hurricane Florence.

 As with CYGNSS, smallsat fl eets of RainCubes 
and TEMPESTs could reveal storms’ heretofore
well-guarded secrets and in virtually real time. Paired
with drones, plus continued advances by crewed
aircraft and conventional satellites, researchers have
reason to hope that intensifi cation and behavior
— all in the light of climate change — will soon be
as readily foreseeable as hurricane tracks.

 “We’re going to go after the storm from all an-
gles,” says Ruf. “That’s the master plan.”  
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